Welcome by Prof Fiona Devine (Head of AMBS)
Overview by Dr Dane Anderton (Programme Director)

Session 1: Digital Leadership and Governance
Academic: Crispenn Sachikonye
Peer: Lisa Kidston – Chief Officer at Citizens Advise Wigan Borough (Charity)
Session Chair: Dr Brian Nicholson

10.45 - 11am Break (offline)

Session 2: Tendering and Income: Future Proofing
Academic: Dr Luke Postlewaite
Peer: Dr Paula Turner – Founders and Director of Centre for Tendering
Session Chair: Dr Ilma Chowdhury

12 – 12.30pm Lunch

Session 3: COVID Disruption: Innovating to Transform
Academic: Professor Jonatan Pinkse
Peer: Ruth Daniel from In Place of War (IPOW)
Session Chair: Prof Andrew McKeen

1.30 – 1.45 pm Break

2pm -2.45pm Key Note Listener and Participant Reflections lead by Prof Hongwei He
End and Evaluation